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Chapter 1221 Winner Or Loser (1) 

 

"KILL!" 

 

Space was torn apart like cotton, and even the dense dark energy was ruthlessly chiseled away by the 

colorful sword beam from the Heaven Piercing Sword and the White Tiger Spear. 

 

The beam crossed through space and went straight to Xing Chen, who released all his power to welcome 

it. 

 

Xing Chen stretched out his hand, and a mass of black light smashed into the incoming beam. 

 

BOOOM! 

 

Amidst the sudden explosions of wailing noises, the beam and the dark energy intertwined fiercely 

without backing off. 

 

Soon, the colorful beam was forcibly broken apart, scattering away before it was quickly engulfed by the 

darkness. 

 

"Pfft!" Yun Lintian sprayed a mouthful of fresh blood as the multi-colored light around him dimmed a 

little. 

 

"That's all you got?" Xing Chen stretched out his hand which was tainted with a black glow. "If that's the 

case, then die!" 

 

Darkness swirled, and Xing Chen swept up an illusory shadow within the darkness as he quickly 

approached Yun Lintian. The darkness around him abruptly transformed into several black beams, 

shooting straight toward Yun Lintian. 

 



"Big Brother Yun!" Linlin and Qingqing cried out in alarm when they saw this. The speed of the black 

beams was too fast, and they were helpless against them. 

 

As the black beams drew closer, Yun Lintian's body and soul immediately experienced immense piercing 

pain. He struggled to swing the Heaven Piercing Sword upward. 

 

At the same time, he constantly flashed away with Shadow Step, dodging the black beams one after 

another. 

 

Xing Chen instantly re-locked onto Yun Lintian's position as well and sent more black beams that tore 

through space like a surging lightning bolt. 

 

Yun Lintian's figure flashed again and again, shattering our several afterimages. 

 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

 

"Do you think you can run!?" Xing Chen bellowed. His face distorted with madness as he kept sending 

black beams toward Yun Lintian. He refused to believe the latter could use that bizarre movement 

technique forever. 

 

Yun Lintian's mind spun rapidly as he kept dodging the black beams. The power that he believed was his 

most powerful strike could not harm Xing Chen in the slightest. 

 

"Do it now!" Hongyue's voice suddenly resounded in his mind. She obviously urged Yun Lintian to use 

everything he had without holding back. 

 

Before he could respond, Yun Lintian's expression instantly changed as he felt that the surrounding 

space was tightening, and all his body parts felt as if they were being pressed under a tremendously 

heavy iron plate. Even his breathing was being severely obstructed. 

 

He hurriedly wanted to activate the Shadow Step again, but his body had only managed to sway a little 

before the surrounding space fiercely shrank again. 

 



The suppressive forces on his body suddenly grew by several times, preventing him from even raising his 

arm for a moment. 

 

"This…" Yun Lintian was shocked. 

 

"He has successfully grasped the space of this world. If it wasn't the seal, he could simply tear space and 

leave this world at any moment." Hongyue's voice was solemn. 

 

"Hahaha! You lose, Yun Lintian!" Xing Chen burst into wild laughter as he retracted his hand and 

leisurely approached Yun Lintian. "My luck is finally better than yours. The Devil Emperor's blood allows 

me to grasp the laws of space in this world… Come on! Try to use that technique again. Let me see if you 

can do it." 

 

"Ugh!" Yun Lintian groaned as he gnashed his teeth, struggling with all his might. This spatial seal was 

completely different from anything he knew. Even the Boundless Desert Emperor, who came from the 

Divine Realm, couldn't do it. 

 

Seeing this, Xing Chen curled his lips and pointed one finger at Yun Lintian, sending a black beam toward 

the latter's shoulder. 

 

Puff! 

 

The black beam immediately pierced through Yun Lintian's left shoulder as a large cloud of bloody mist 

exploded forth, instantly dyeing Yun Lintian's white robe red. A painful groan flowed out of his mouth as 

well. 

 

"Big Brother Yun!" Linlin and Qingqing's eyes turned red when they saw this scene. They struggled hard 

to get rid of the spatial seal, but it was futile. 

 

"That's truly a tenacious body. No wonder that blow from Uncle Lan couldn't kill you." Xing Chen said in 

surprise. He believed that the earlier black beam could tear half of Yun Lintian's body apart, but the 

result shocked him. 

 



He even suspected that Yun Lintian's physique was even stronger than his devil body. 

 

"Then what about… this strike!?" 

 

Xing Chen flashed out a ferocious smile of a vile devil from the corner of his lips. A pitch-black beam that 

was close to several hundred meters wide suddenly appeared from his palm as it shot toward Yun 

Lintian, aiming to swallow him entirely. 

 

The space around the pitch-black beam emitted a wailing howl as if it was trembling due to this beam 

which held extremely terrifying power. 

 

The space around the beam completely exploded apart, shattering into countless spatial fragments. The 

black beam that had a deeper black than the abyss itself tore through the shattered space and flew 

straight toward Yun Lintian with the aura of a death god. 

 

In that instant, Yun Lintian let out a roar, and all the relics and divine beast blood origins burned 

vigorously inside his body. 

 

Fire, wind, thunder, water, and earth. Everything blended together and turned into a completely white 

beam that was not inferior to Xing Chen's black beam before wildly erupting with Yun Lintian as the 

center and exploding outward. 

 

The space that was sealed and intensely shrunk by Xing Chen's power was instantly melted through in a 

forceful manner. 

 

BOOOM! 

 

The white and black beams collided midway and pushed each other for a brief moment before they 

broke in two. A part of the black beam shot toward Yun Lintian's chest, while a part of the white beam 

also shot toward Xing Chen's chest. 

 

Puffffff! 

 



The black beam instantly penetrated Yun Lintian's chest, leaving a hole behind while the momentum 

sent him flying backward. 

 

At the same time, Xing Chen tried to mobilize the surrounding dark energy to stop the incoming white 

beam. However, to his surprise, the white beam easily cut through all the dark shields he had just 

created and went straight into the wound on his chest. 

 

Blood splashed high in the air as Xing Chen tumbled backward and fell to the ground at the same time as 

Yun Lintian heavily crashed into the ground. 

 

The world went silent immediately… 
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"Big Brother Yun!" Linlin and Qingqing hurriedly came over. 

 

When they saw Yun Lintian lying in the pool of blood, they couldn't help sobbing. 

 

"Sister Lauya, please help him." Linlin cried loudly. 

 

At this moment, Lauya had arrived beside Yun Lintian and injected her last bit of power into his body. 

However, the wounds in his chest and shoulder were not light. There was no sign of recovering at all. 

 

"Cough!" Yun Lintian coughed up blood and struggled to open his eyes. The sharp pain in his chest 

reminded him that he was still alive. 

 

His eye darted toward Xing Chen in the distance and saw his arms move slightly. Obviously, Xing Chen 

wasn't dead yet. 

 

Qingqing seemed to notice this. She got up and prepared to finish Xing Chen off. However, she was 

stopped by Yun Lintian first. 



 

"D-Don't kill him… Just cripple him." Yun Lintian struggled to speak. He still needed to ask Xing Chen 

about the reason behind the invasion. 

 

"Hmph!" Qingqing snorted coldly. Her eyes filled with killing intent, but she still listened to him. 

 

Just as Qingqing was about to make a move, she suddenly perceived danger coming and hurriedly 

released a windstorm to protect everyone. 

 

All of a sudden, a thick black beam shot out from the darkness, rushing toward Yun Lintian. 

 

Boom! 

 

The windstorm was blown away instantly as the black beam continued to move toward Yun Lintian. 

 

In the darkness, Mo Ke looked at the scene with a sinister smile. Although Xing Chen failed to finish Yun 

Lintian, he had to thank Xing Chen for giving him this opportunity. 

 

However, before Mo Ke could rejoice, the crown on Yun Lintian's head shone brightly, and the incoming 

black beam instantly disappeared as if nothing had happened. 

 

Mo Ke's pupils shrank as he saw this scene. Yun Lintian obviously had no strength left, yet he could 

actually use the crown. 

 

"Never mind." Although dissatisfied, Mo Ke didn't feel he had lost anything. After all, he just seized the 

opportunity that appeared in front of him. 

 

Qingqing's powerful Spiritual Sense swept over the darkness, but she couldn't locate Mo Ke. This made 

her upset. 

 

At this moment, Xing Chen slowly got up from the ground. His black body was now soaked in red. Except 

for coughing up blood a few times, he didn't seem to show any pain. 



 

"It seems this is your limit…." Xing Chen slowly said. The surrounding dark energy gradually gathered 

around him once more. 

 

"Die!" 

 

All of a sudden, Qingqing launched her attack as the powerful windstorm surged upward, ruthlessly 

smashing into Xing Chen. 

 

"Get lost!" Xing Chen waved his arm. An arc of dark light immediately appeared in front of him and 

blasted the incoming windstorm away. 

 

"Ah!" Qingqing cried out in pain as she suffered a backlash and fell to the ground beside Yun Lintian. 

 

"Qing…Qing…" Yun Lintian uttered in difficulty. His eyes were full of worries when he saw this scene. 

 

Inside the Land of Beyond Heaven, Hongyue, who was soaking in the Soul Lake, watched this scene with 

a frown. In fact, she had recovered a portion of her strength, but she chose to wait and see as she knew 

Mo Ke might have planned something. 

 

However, the current situation wasn't optimistic. Although Yun Lintian's strength had increased 

drastically during these months, his opponent was someone who inherited the Devil Emperor's blood, 

after all. This battle wasn't for Yun Lintian, to begin with… To be able to resist until now was already 

considered a miracle. 

 

"Hmm?" While she was hesitating, Hongyue suddenly noticed something on Yun Lintian's finger. More 

precisely, it was on his interspatial ring. 

 

A golden energy thread was released from the ring and seeped into Yun Lintian's body. He didn't know 

what had happened, but he could feel his strength recover at an extremely fast rate. It was as if 

someone had poured profound energy into him directly. 

 



A strange light flashed through Hongyue's eyes as she muttered. "I know it. She won't let him come here 

without insurance…." 

 

In the darkness, Mo Ke's eyes narrowed slightly. He had also noticed it. "Looks like he still has another 

trump card." 

 

Meanwhile, Xing Chen frowned slightly when he noticed the change in Yun Lintian's body. 

 

Without hesitation, he raised his hand and sent over a hundred black beams toward Yun Lintian. 

 

Linlin let out a roar and released a thunderstorm. Unfortunately, the gap in power between the two was 

too large. Her thunderstorm was instantly blasted into pieces by the black beams. 

 

The backlash immediately made Linlin scream painfully and fall onto the ground powerlessly. 

 

As the black beams drew closer, Yun Lintian suddenly moved. The White Dragon Spear on the ground 

abruptly shot up and transformed into a gigantic white dragon, followed by a mighty dragon's cry. 

 

The white dragon then quickly rushed onto the upcoming black beams while opening its mouth wide, 

trying to swallow all of them. 

 

BOOOM! 

 

A large portion of the black beams instantly exploded along with the white dragon, leaving around ten 

beams behind. 

 

However, Yun Lintian had already risen from the ground and raised the Heaven Piercing Sword high. 

 

A formless word intent reverberated silently between heaven and earth, and then he gently swung the 

sword down vertically. 

 



"Rending Heaven!" 

 

Rending Heaven was an extreme sword technique that could split heaven. Normally, Yun Lintian was 

unable to activate it as it consumed too much energy. It was all thanks to the seemingly unlimited 

energy from the ring that gave him the confidence to do it. 

 

This sword strike was simply too fast and lethal. It was to the point where Xing Chen was unable to catch 

a hint of its track. 

 

However, the ice-cold sensation of an incoming life-threatening blow ruthlessly stabbed his soul. His 

body was a step faster than his consciousness and seemed to have instinctively conjured the most 

powerful dark barrier. 

 

Crack!!!! 

 

The instant the dark barrier expanded, the destructive sword intent smashed onto it as if it had flown 

out from the cracks in the dimensional rift. 

 

As though he had been struck by lightning, Xing Chen was instantly sent flying and crashed onto the 

ground. His horns and skeletal wings were brutally torn apart. His entire body was full of terrifying 

cutting wounds, making his original blood-soaked body look even more miserable. 

 

Yun Lintian let out a long breath, and a sense of powerlessness immediately attacked him… However, he 

was certain that Xing Chen could no longer get up. 
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Yun Lintian let out a long breath and walked toward Xing Chen step by step. His grip on the sword didn't 

loosen in the slightest, even though Xing Chen couldn't move anymore. 

 

"Puff!" As Yun Lintian drew closer, Xing Chen suddenly coughed up a mouthful of blood, and his body 

convulsed slightly as he struggled to get up. 



 

"You lose." Yun Lintian stopped a step away from Xing Chen and pointed the Heaven Piercing Sword at 

the latter's heart. 

 

Xing Chen's bloody eyes stared at Yun Lintian briefly, and he gave up struggling, lying on the ground 

powerlessly. 

 

"You don't forget our bet, right?" Yun Lintian said in a deep voice. 

 

A ridiculous smile emerged on Xing Chen's face as he said. "That's right… In your eyes, I am nothing but a 

deceitful man… Cough!" 

 

While coughing another mouthful of blood, he raised his hand slightly, and a white palm-sized crystal 

appeared on it. "Take it…" 

 

Yun Lintian looked at the white crystal in surprise. He naturally recognized it. This was a rare artifact 

called a memory crystal. 

 

He waved his hand, and the crystal gently floated toward him. However, he didn't look at the content 

inside right away. Instead, he looked at Xing Chen and asked. "Any last word?" 

 

Normally, Yun Lintian would never give the enemy a chance to even say the last word, but he thought 

Xing Chen deserved it. It wasn't coming from his respect for Xing Chen; rather, he understood how Xing 

Chen felt. 

 

Living for two lifetimes, Yun Lintian understood very well how unfair the world was. Xing Chen might 

have been born in the Star Gazing Palace that everyone yearned for, but with his mediocre talent, it was 

a curse instead of a blessing. 

 

At the same time, Yun Lintian admired Xing Chen's perseverance in his heart. To be able to endure the 

immense pressure of being Xing Yongnian's disappointed son and humiliation from all sides for so long, 

Xing Chen deserved to be praised on this aspect. 

 



As for those underhand methods Xing Chen used, though Yun Lintian didn't like them, he didn't think 

there was anything wrong with it. After all, the result was everything. 

 

As the sayings go, the winner is king, and the loser is a bandit. What was the point of being a good man 

but dead in the end? 

 

"Heh… Hehehe!" Xing Chen suddenly laughed, causing blood to gush out of his wounds even more. 

 

He looked at Yun Lintian and said. "This is the end of me… However, you better remember that I didn't 

lose to you." 

 

His claw-like hand suddenly raised up and pierced into his heart. Blood spurted out like a fountain, and 

not a single sound could be heard from Xing Chen. 

 

He didn't die right away but looked at Yun Lintian with a smile. "In the end, I lose to your luck…." 

 

As his voice fell, he took his last breath, and his entire body came to a halt, announcing the end of the 

Star Gazing Palace's eldest young master… 

 

Yun Lintian lowered the sword down and stared at Xing Chen's lifeless body for a while and said. "Didn't 

I tell you before that luck is also considered a strength?" 

 

As he spoke, a fireball appeared on his left hand, and he threw it toward Xing Chen's body. 

 

However, before the fireball could touch the body, the blood pool beneath Xing Chen suddenly floated 

into the air and blasted the fireball away. 

 

In that split second, the blood pool compressed together. It formed a single droplet of black blood, 

exuding a terrifyingly gloomy aura before rushing toward Yun Lintian's chest. 

 

Everything happened too fast, completely catching Yun Lintian off-guard. The droplet of blood went 

straight into his chest and drilled into his body. 



 

Immediately, Yun Lintian felt as though he was being thrown into a scorching sea of magma as a hot 

sensation spread to every corner of his body. 

 

His veins emerged on his skin as if they were about to explode at any moment. 

 

"Big Brother Yun!" Linlin and Qingqing's faces turned pale, and they hurriedly rushed to his side, 

followed by Lauya. 

 

At this moment, Yun Lintian's eyes were completely red, not much different from Xing Chen's eyes 

previously. A dark aura gradually emitted from his body as his skin turned inky black bit by bit. 

 

"Hahaha!" A burst of wild laughter echoed through the dark space as Mo Ke silently walked out of the 

darkness. His face was full of joy as he looked at Yun Lintian. "You still fall into my hand in the end!" 

 

"Where is that bitch Hongyue? Why don't you come out!?" Mo Ke said arrogantly. "Look. His successor 

has become one of my kind now! Did you see it? Hahahaha!" 

 

"I'll kill you!" Qingqing didn't know what happened to Yun Lintian, but she knew that it was caused by 

Mo Ke. Her aura surged, and when she was about to release her power, Lauya suddenly stopped her. 

 

"Don't do it. You're using his power right now. It will make the situation worse." Lauya said while 

injecting her power into Yun Lintian's body, trying to stop the transformation. 

 

Qingqing's power was heavily linked to The Storm inside Yun Lintian's body. If she used her power again, 

Yun Lintian would definitely suffer. 

 

"Roar!" While Qingqing's movement froze, Linlin had already jumped into the air and filled the entire 

space with golden lightning bolts. 

 

"Scram!" Mo Ke sneered and waved his hand. The surrounding darkness immediately floated up and 

completely swallowed all the lightning bolts. 



 

The backlash immediately sent Linlin flying. Her face turned ghastly pale, and blood could be seen 

leaking from her mouth. However, her eyes were always on Yun Lintian while she prayed that nothing 

would happen to him. 

 

"Don't dare to come out?" Mo Ke curled his lips. "Then don't blame me for taking over him." 

 

As his voice fell, Mo Ke morphed into a black shadow and flew toward Yun Lintian. His eyes were full of 

greed. As long as he could take over Yun Lintian's body, the Beyond Heaven King's inheritances would 

belong to him. 

 

From the beginning to the present, he meticulously guided Xing Chen and Lan Cao step by step. 

Everything went well according to his plan. It could be said it was perfect. Now it was the time for him to 

reap the rewards. 

 

Just as he was about to plunge into Yun Lintian's body, Hongyue's cold voice suddenly resounded. 

 

"Looks like you didn't learn the previous lesson at all." 
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As Hongyue's voice fell, a red cut appeared before Mo Ke's shadow, causing him to retreat rapidly. 

 

Hongyue's red figure slowly appeared before Yun Lintian. Her scarlet eyes stared at Mo Ke in the 

distance coldly. 

 

Mo Ke reverted back to his human form. A surprise appeared on his face as he saw Hongyue. He didn't 

expect her strength to recover this fast. 

 

Suddenly, he saw some water droplets on her illusory figure, and his eyes immediately widened. "Soul 

Liquid… No, this quality… How could you have it?" 



 

It was at this moment did he understand how Hongyue recovered her strength. Without hesitation, he 

turned into a shadow and disappeared from the place. He wasn't her opponent before. Let alone the 

current him. Why would he stay here further? 

 

"Want to run?" Hongyue curled her lips as red light radiated from her body. 

 

She stretched her hand out, and a beam of red light exploded from it, piercing through space and 

landing on Mo Ke. 

 

"Arghhh!" Mo Ke's painful scream echoed throughout the entire dark space. His shadowy figure swayed 

fiercely as if it was about to disappear from the world. 

 

However, Hongyue didn't seem to look at it. She glanced at the distance on her left side and raised her 

palm, making a grasping gesture. 

 

Immediately, the space in that location distorted violently, and another Mo Ke appeared out of thin air 

with red light wrapping around him. 

 

His face was ghastly pale as he glared at Hongyue. "You… How did you know?" 

 

That was right. The Mo Ke earlier was a decoy he made up in case Hongyue appeared like this. 

Meanwhile, his true self lurked in the darkness, awaiting the right opportunity to take Yun Lintian down. 

 

It wasn't that he had underestimated Hongyue, but his devil concealment was one of the most powerful 

concealing techniques in the Divine Realm. As long as he didn't take the initiative to show himself, he 

was confident that even Hongyue couldn't find him. 

 

A sneer appeared on Hongyue's lips as she said. "I have to admit that your devil concealment is 

something. Unfortunately, you have no idea how the crown works." 

 

"The crown?" Mo Ke subconsciously glanced at the Beyond Heaven King's Crown on Yun Lintian's head 

and frowned deeply. 



 

The Beyond Heaven King's Crown was the most mysterious artifact in the Divine Realm. No one had ever 

seen the Beyond Heaven King use it before. 

 

However, many had speculated that it had the ability to control the elements, but there was no 

confirmation. 

 

"You can die now." Hongyue opened her palm, and the red light around Mo Ke burst out a terrifying 

force, tearing the surrounding space. 

 

Mo Ke's expression changed, and he wanted to struggle. Seeing that his struggle was futile, he roared 

furiously. "My brother will definitely kill…." 

 

Before he could finish his sentence, his figure was torn into pieces and disappeared along with the 

spatial turbulence. 

 

At the same time, the surrounding darkness gradually faded away, revealing an empty space. A giant 

gate could be seen in the distance, but Hongyue had no intention of checking on it at the moment. 

 

She turned to Yun Lintian, who was convulsed in pain and pointed her finger at his forehead. A bright 

red light shone at the tip of her finger, and the veins on Yun Lintian's body suddenly shook as if 

something had run through them. 

 

As time passed, the black spots on Yun Lintian's body gradually faded away, and the pain also slowly 

disappeared. 

 

However, the dark aura around him didn't decrease much. It was still lingering around as if it was 

attracted to something inside his body. 

 

Lauya frowned slightly and said. "The Devil Emperor's blood is very powerful. I'm afraid it will leave a 

trace behind." 

 

Surprisingly, there was no concern on Hongyue's face. On the contrary, she seemed to be happy a bit. 



 

"We have to thank Mo Ke for giving him such a generous gift," Hongyue said with a smile. 

 

Lauya looked at her and seemed to think of something. "Are you…?" 

 

Hongyue retracted her finger and said. "He's bound to step into the Devil Realm in the future. This Devil 

Emperor's blood will come in handy. Instead of removing it completely, we better use the crown to 

absorb it." 

 

As she spoke, she glanced at the crown still shining with multicolored light. 

 

At this moment, Yun Lintian's eyes gradually returned to their original state, as well as his consciousness. 

 

"Big Brother Yun!" Linlin and Qingqing were overjoyed when she saw this. They hurriedly came to his 

side and snuggled into his arms. 

 

"Thank you for saving me." Yun Lintian said while patting their heads lovingly. 

 

He then noticed the dark aura around him. He looked at Hongyue and asked in confusion. "What 

happened?" 

 

"Mo Ke planned to let you merge with the Devil Emperor's blood and turn you into a genuine devil," 

Hongyue explained briefly. 

 

Yun Lintian was shocked and hurriedly checked inside his body. At this moment, he saw the black blood 

flow through his veins, releasing a gloomy aura similar to Xing Chen's. 

 

"Have I become a devil now?" He asked in confusion. 

 

"No. I have sealed the blood's power already. All you need to do right now is use the crown to absorb 

it." Hongyue responded. 



 

"Using the crown?" Yun Lintian was puzzled slightly, and his mind moved toward the crown on his head. 

 

Buzz— 

 

All of a sudden, the black part of the crown glowed in black light, and Yun Lintian could see the Devil 

Emperor's blood inside his body was wrapped by the black light before slowly disappearing from his 

veins. 

 

At the same time, Yun Lintian could feel the crown grow more heavy. Its aura had also risen to another 

level. 

 

A moment later, the black light disappeared, and the crown shook slightly as if it had just had a big meal. 

 

Seeing his puzzled expression, Hongyue explained. "The crown is more powerful than you think. It, in 

fact, can literally absorb any elemental power as long as its strength hasn't exceeded yours." 

 

"Moreover, it can also release that absorbed power." She said further. "I didn't stop Mo Ke because I 

want you to keep this Devil Emperor's blood. Trust me. It will definitely be useful for you in the future." 

 

Although Yun Lintian was still confused, he could accept Hongyue's explanation. 

 

He took a deep breath and glanced at the giant gate in the distance. A strong connection between him 

and the Golden Mountain core immediately emerged in his heart. 
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Standing before the giant gate, Yun Lintian looked at a mythical beast pattern on it with great interest. 

Similar to the Gate of Beyond Heaven, the pattern on the gate consisted of the White Tiger, Azure 

Dragon, Phoenix, and Black Turtle. 

 



"How to open it?" He pushed the gate slightly and found out it could not be opened. 

 

"Try to use the crown." Hongyue suddenly said. 

 

Yun Lintian nodded, and the crown appeared on his head again. 

 

Buzz— 

 

Yun Lintian didn't even do anything, and the pattern on the gate suddenly shone in golden light. With a 

dull sound, the gate slowly pushed open, revealing a dazzling golden radiance behind it. 

 

Yun Lintian and the others had to block their faces with their hands as they were unable to look at it 

directly. 

 

A moment later, the golden radiance slowly dissipated, leaving behind a spacious hall made of gold. At 

the center, Yun Lintian saw a small golden mountain-shaped object float gently. This should be the 

Golden Mountain Core. 

 

The connection between him and the core was extremely strong. Yun Lintian could not be mistaken 

about it. 

 

He took a deep breath and walked into the hall with everyone. What attracted everyone's attention 

wasn't the Golden Mountain Core but myriad runes engraved on the wall. 

 

Yun Lintian didn't know what these runes were, but the solemn aura emitted from them made him want 

to kneel down. 

 

On the side, Lauya and Hongyue looked at the runes thoughtfully. From their expressions, they seemed 

to understand the meaning behind them. 

 

"So this is the case… No wonder." Hongyue muttered to herself. A trace of sadness could be seen in the 

depths of her eyes. 



 

Yun Lintian looked at her and asked in doubt. "Do you understand these runes?" 

 

Hongyue didn't reply. She turned to him and said. "Hurry up and take the core." 

 

Although Yun Lintian was curious, he didn't ask further. 

 

He turned around and walked toward the small golden mountain. Before he could reach his hand out, 

the golden mountain suddenly flew toward him and disappeared into his body. 

 

Immediately, a golden brilliance burst out of Yun Lintian's body, drowning him in the golden sea. 

 

Compared to the other relics, Yun Lintian didn't have to take the initiative, but the Golden Mountain 

Core was directly merged with him and gave him its power. 

 

Boom! 

 

In an instant, an instant where he was completely unable to react, Yun Lintian's body went cold, and the 

sound of an extremely muffled buzzing sound echoed in his brain. 

 

It was as though a glacier that had been sealed for ten million years had cracked open inside his body. 

Boundless cold energy gathered and then became countless ice-cold currents that burst outward. 

 

Yun Lintian didn't expect that the Golden Mountain that represented the metal element would give off 

such terrifying cold power. It was several times colder than The Moon back then. 

 

However, he had no time to think about it. As though he had been pierced by thousands of arrows, Yun 

Lintian instantly knelt on the ground. His skin was rippled from time to time by the intense energy that 

ran through all over his body. 

 

All his veins popped out, wriggling like maggots. It was a horrible sight to see. 



 

Yun Lintian gritted his teeth as painful groans escaped his mouth. His body which had nearly gone out of 

control had twisted to the point where it looked as though he was sitting upright. 

 

At the same time, he could feel his profound strength rise rapidly. Originally, he was a half-step away 

from the Divine Ascending Tribulation Realm, but there seemed to be a thin layer of barrier preventing 

his profound strength from going up. 

 

Now, it had broken through it directly without any hindrance. 

 

With a muffled sound echoing inside Yun Lintian's body, he immediately felt as though he had stepped 

into a whole new world. His perception grew several times sharper and farther. He could even see all 

the movements inside the ruins with a single thought. 

 

The first level, second level, third level,… Yun Lintian's profound strength continued to rise at an 

astonishing speed that even Hongyue and Lauya had an incredible looks on their faces. 

 

"As expected from the legendary fortress. Its power is too abundant." Hongyue said gently. "Among the 

relics in this world, it is the most completed one. Moreover, it has actually taken the initiative to 

recognize him." 

 

"According to the information the previous Spirit King left behind, the Golden Mountain is the last relic 

the Beyond Heaven King created. Perhaps because of this, it hasn't deteriorated much throughout the 

years." Lauya said. 

 

Hongyue nodded gently and turned to Linlin and Nantian Fengyu. "You two come here." 

 

Linlin and Nantian Fengyu walked over and looked at Hongyue in doubt. 

 

"This place is suitable for your bloodline. You should take this chance to improve your strength." 

Hongyue said and waved her hand. The complicated runes on the wall suddenly shone brightly, sending 

golden lights toward the two. 

 



Under the golden light, Linlin and Nantian Fengyu immediately noticed that their blood origins had 

slowly improved. 

 

Without thinking further, they hurriedly sat on the ground and concentrated on absorbing the power 

that came from the golden light. 

 

Meanwhile, Qingqing was leisurely eating pastries on the side as if everything around her had nothing to 

do with her. 

 

Time passed by very quickly. Two hours later, Yun Lintian's profound strength had already reached the 

eighth level of the Divine Ascending Tribulation Realm, and the momentum seemed to decline a lot. If 

there was no mistake, this should be the limit. 

 

Rumble— 

 

At this moment, the sky above the Golden Mountain Ruins was filled with dark clouds, and thunder 

roarings could be heard from time to time. 

 

"What's going on?" The middle-aged man, who stayed in this place under Wu Qingcheng's order, looked 

at the sky in shock. 

 

Bang! 

 

A terrifying lightning bolt suddenly descended and struck the Golden Mountain, causing the middle-aged 

man and the people behind him to jolt in fright. 

 

"This…This is the Heavenly Tribulation!… Run!" The middle-aged man came to his sense and quickly 

rushed out with all his might. 
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As the middle-aged man and his people scattered away in fright, the entire area around the Golden 

Mountain Ruins was filled with dense lightning bolts. It was as if a huge waterfall poured down from the 

sky, but it was a massive lightning torrent instead of water. 

 

The ground shook violently, and several mountains nearby were crumbled directly by the terrifying 

force. 

 

This huge commotion soon attracted many practitioners from all directions. Within two hours, 

thousands of people arrived at the scene, including Qing Xiaoting and Tao Kang. 

 

"What a terrifying Heavenly Tribulation. Who on earth has attracted such a thing?" Tao Kang looked at 

the scene in shock. He, a Divine Realm native, had never seen such a scene before in his entire life. 

 

"Wait a minute… It's him?" He suddenly thought of Yun Lintian. If he remembered correctly, Yun Lintian 

seemed to have entered the ruins half a year ago. 

 

Qing Xiaoting's eyes flickered slightly. She retracted her gaze from the lightning torrents and scanned 

the surrounding. 

 

Soon, she saw many familiar faces from the Star Gazing Palace, the Azure Palace, the Myriad Pill Palace, 

and the Divine Thunder Palace. All of them were high-level elders of their respective factions. 

 

In the distance, an old man in white, Xing Li, glanced at Qing Xiaoting and Tao Kan briefly and continued 

to look at the enigmatic scene. He was the third elder of the Star Gazing Palace. 

 

"You're here, Brother Li." At this moment, another old man clad in black flew over. He was the third 

elder of the Myriad Pill Palace, Du Mian. 

 

"Brother Mian." Xing Li returned with a smile. The two of them could be considered good friends. 

 

"Do you think it's because of Yun Lintian?" Du Mian asked. 

 



Xing Li replied truthfully. "We all know how heaven-defying his talent is. Except for him, there shouldn't 

be anyone who could attract such a terrifying Heavenly Tribulation." 

 

Du Mian nodded and said with a serious expression. "However, this is not good news for us." 

 

A strange light flashed through Xing Li's eyes as he seemed to think of something. 

 

"Brother Li, Brother Mian." At this moment, another two old men flew over. They were Weilan Zhi and 

Lei Yi, the elders of the Azure Palace and the Divine Thunder Palace, respectively. 

 

Xing Li and Du Mian greeted them, and the four began to discuss. 

 

"What do you think, Brother Zhi?" Xing Li glanced at Weilan Zhi and asked. 

 

Weilan Zhi said calmly. "Palace Master told me to bring him back this time." 

 

Lei Yi frowned slightly. "I'm afraid it will be very difficult with them here." 

 

While speaking, he glanced at Qing Xiaoting and Tao Kang in the distance. 

 

"Indeed." Du Mian nodded in agreement. 

 

Although the four of them were at the peak of the Divine Ascending Tribulation Realm, compared to 

Qing Xiaoting, who was known as the number one sword cultivator in the past, they were nothing. Not 

to mention Tao Kang beside her. It would be extremely difficult if they wanted to capture Yun Lintian 

here. 

 

Xing Li suddenly said. "We should divide into two teams. Let one team distract them, and another deal 

with Yun Lintian." 

 



He looked at Weilan Zhi and Lei Yi. "Among us, you two are stronger than me and Brother Mian. I will 

leave this duty to you." 

 

Weilan Zhi frowned slightly upon hearing this. 

 

Seeing his expression, Xing Li said further. "Don't worry, Brother Zhi. We will give him to you first. Of 

course, if you're unsatisfied, we can swap our positions." 

 

Weilan Zhi took a deep look at Xing Li and said. "It's fine. I will distract them. You two better don't let 

him escape this time." 

 

"Leave it to me. I have brought the Universal Cauldron with me today. Unless he has wings, he won't be 

able to escape this time." Du Mian said confidently. 

 

"Don't underestimate him, Brother Mian. He's full of tricks." Lei Yi said with a serious expression. 

 

Du Mian nodded and said nothing more. 

 

"Heh. A bunch of old fogeys who never seen the world." Tao Kang glanced at the four and said 

disdainfully. 

 

Meanwhile, Qing Xiaoting didn't say anything. She continued to watch the lightning torrents. 

 

Inside the hall, Yun Lintian finally opened his eyes. As he raised his palm slightly, a metallic golden luster 

flashed, and his entire hand was covered with a golden metal. 

 

Yun Lintian moved his hand slightly and nodded in satisfaction as he believed that he could grab any 

divine-rank weapon with his hand without getting an injury. 

 

"Congratulations, My King. You have taken a big stride this time." Lauya said with a smile. 

 



Yun Lintian got up from the ground and said sincerely. "Thank you." 

 

Without Lauya's help, he might have died in Xing Chen's hand long ago. 

 

"Show me your power." Hongyue flew over and said. 

 

Yun Lintian was taken aback and nodded slightly. He clenched his fist which was covered with golden 

metal and punched the ground. 

 

With a boom, a small crack appeared on the golden ground, and Yun Lintian's fist was fine. 

 

Hongyue nodded slightly. "Not bad. You should be able to break any divine artifact with your full force." 

 

The ground here was extremely tough that even a divine artifact could not leave a trace on it. However, 

Yun Lintian could actually make a small crack in it. This proved how strong he was currently. 

 

Yun Lintian let out a deep breath and felt a newly gained power inside his body. He didn't expect that 

the Golden Mountain had actually allowed him to reach the eighth level of the Divine Ascending 

Tribulation Realm in one fell swoop. 

 

With his current strength, he believed that he could defeat Jue Kong within ten moves. 

 

However, he needed to familiarize himself with it first. 

 

"It would be great if Xing Chen is not dead. I can test my strength on him." Yun Lintian said. 

 

"Don't be arrogant." Hongyue rolled her eyes. 

 

Yun Lintian chuckled. Suddenly, he thought of something. "Right! Where is the Heavenly Tribulation?" 

 



Lauya smiled and explained. "The Golden Mountain has another ability, that is, it can block the Heavenly 

Tribulation." 

 

Yun Lintian's eyes widened in surprise. "Really? That is basically cheating, isn't it?" 

 

Lauya smiled and said. "Why don't you look at it by yourself? You should be able to control this place 

now, My King." 

 

Hearing this, Yun Lintian subconsciously moved his mind, and soon, a view of the outside world 

appeared in his sight. 
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The first thing Yun Lintian saw was the densely packed thunderstorms. If Yun Lintian didn't know it was 

the Heavenly Tribulation before, he would think the end of the world was coming. 

 

Yun Lintian swallowed saliva nervously as he looked at the scene. Giving him ten lives, he didn't think he 

could survive under such a catastrophic tribulation. 

 

At the same time, Yun Lintian noticed Qing Xiaoting and Tao Kang in the distance, as well as many other 

practitioners. When his gaze landed on Weilan Zhi and the others, the nervousness in his heart 

disappeared completely and was replaced by killing intent. 

 

Before this, Yun Lintian had to act things cautiously all the time as his strength wasn't enough to 

confront the enemy head-on. However, with his current strength, he no longer needed to restrain 

himself. 

 

He retracted his gaze and began to check on the Golden Mountain. 

 

Similar to the Heavenly Cloud Mountain, this Golden Mountain could be moved and changed its size 

freely according to his will. It could become a flying fortress for him. 



 

Moreover, Yun Lintian could control everything inside, whether it was the trap or the formation. It could 

also allow him to design everything inside at will. 

 

Yun Lintian took a deep breath and said to Hongyue. "We will leave after the tribulation ends." 

 

"You can figure it out by yourself," Hongyue said casually. "You can also check the Land of Beyond 

Heaven out. I believe the change will surprise you." 

 

Yun Lintian didn't say anything further. He summoned the Gate of Beyond Heaven and brought 

everyone inside. 

 

The moment Yun Lintian appeared in the Land of Beyond Heaven, he could see that the land had 

expanded a lot. Especially the area behind the mountain. Normally, there were only the Iron Essence 

and Floating Metal mines, but now, Yun Lintian could see many mineral mines appearing all over the 

place. 

 

"Headmaster, there are so many new minerals over there. I even see the Formation Stone mine and 

Heavenly Yin Iron mine. There are also a lot of other rare minerals. Moreover, all of them have the 

highest quality, and the quantity is not low at all." A disciple who was appointed as the workshop's 

manager rushed over to report upon seeing Yun Lintian. 

 

Yun Lintian nodded and said. "We can use all of them as much as we want. There's no need to restrain. 

At the same time, I hope we can produce weapons and armor as much as we can during this period." 

 

"Understood." The disciple said and returned to the workshop. 

 

"The elements here are pretty much completed, which means you can break through to the Divine 

Ascending Tribulation Realm here without facing the Heavenly Tribulation," Hongyue explained. 

 

"What?" Yun Lintian was surprised again. 

 



This meant everyone in his sect could safely break through to the Divine Ascending Tribulation Realm 

with no problem from now on. There was nothing better than this. 

 

One had to know that the chance of dying under the Heavenly Tribulation was extremely high. That was 

why there were only a few Divine Ascending Tribulation Realm experts. 

 

"Moreover, the divine energy here has increased drastically. In the near future, you should be able to 

break through into the Divine Foundation Realm here." Hongyue said further. 

 

Yun Lintian took a deep breath and looked around the place in satisfaction. He couldn't wait to go to the 

future and see what his Misty Cloud Sect looked like. At that time, the sect must be filled with thousands 

of Divine Foundation Realm powerhouses… What kind of terrifying sight was that? 

 

"This is not a first step. Wait until you step into the Divine Realm later. You will understand why the Land 

of Beyond Heaven was regarded as the first heavenly land there." Hongyue said with a trace of 

reminiscence in her eyes. 

 

Yun Lintian nodded heavily. 

 

"Junior brother, can I stay here in the future?" On the side, Nantian Fengyu asked. 

 

With the help of the Golden Mountain earlier, her bloodline had improved a lot. She believed she could 

break through to the Divine Ascending Tribulation Realm as long as she practiced here for a few weeks. 

 

"You can come and go as you want. This place will always be your home in the future." Yun Lintian said 

with a smile. 

 

After going through a life-and-death situation together, the relationship between him and his Fifth Sister 

had become closer. He would never regard her as an outsider. 

 

"Thank you, good junior brother." Nantian Fengyu smiled sweetly and quickly jumped into Misty Lake. 

 



Pata! 

 

All of a sudden, droplets of water flew down from the sky and landed on Yun Lintian's head. He glanced 

over with surprise and said. "Rain?" 

 

"Since the elements are completed, the cycle of seasons is naturally formed. In the future, this place will 

have a complete season like the outside world." Hongyue replied. 

 

"I see." Yun Lintian nodded as he watched as a torrent of rain poured down from the sky. 

 

In the distance, the children and the Wood Spirit people ran happily in the rain. Although the 

environment here was superb, they would eventually be bored after staying in the same weather for 

years. 

 

Seeing the rain coming, they were immediately overjoyed and didn't bother to hide away. 

 

However, what caught Yun Lintian's attention was the abnormal growth of the crops and the magical 

plants in the distance. 

 

Under the rain, they were growing at an astonishing speed. All the fruits on the tree were riped in 

almost instantly, and a lot of medicinal plants aged for several years in a span of ten minutes. 

 

Especially the Heavenly Sandalwood and the Serene Bamboo forest in the distance. During this period, 

the disciples used a lot of them to build various facilities around the place, and the amount of them had 

reduced greatly. 

 

However, with the current miraculous growth speed, it could be said these two divine-rank trees would 

never go out of stock again. Everyone could use it freely without thinking. 

 

"This…" This scene shocked Yun Lintian greatly. 

 



Before this, the growth of the plants here was already considered heaven-defying, but now, it was 

several times faster than that. He didn't know what kind of word he should use to describe it. 
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Although Yun Lintian had read a lot of novels with this kind of time-accelerating device before, it didn't 

stop him from being shocked by it. In the future, as long as he continued to collect more plant species, 

he would never lack any resources again. 

 

"The tribulation should recede soon. You should prepare yourself well. There are sandbags waiting for 

you outside." Hongyue said with a chuckle. 

 

After the Golden Mountain merged with Yun Lintian, she could use her Spiritual Sense to check the 

outside world without hindrance. She naturally saw those people from the Azure Palace and the others. 

Their timing was so perfect as Yun Lintian needed some sandbags to test his newly gained power. 

 

A cold glint flashed through Yun Lintian's eyes as he nodded. Afterward, he jumped into Misty Lake and 

began to adjust his condition. 

 

On the outside world, Weilan Zhi and the others patiently looked at the catastrophic Heavenly 

Tribulation. Although they didn't know who was the one that attracted it, they believed it had 

something to do with Yun Lintian. After all, he was the one who entered this place beside Xing Chen and 

Lan Cao. 

 

"Look. It's starting to wear off now." One of the practitioners in the distance exclaimed as he saw the 

lightning torrents begin to decline visibly. 

 

His voice immediately attracted everyone in the scene. When they looked over, they saw the rows of 

lightning become lesser and lesser. In a span of two minutes, all the densely packed lightning and the 

apocalyptic black clouds earlier had completely disappeared. 

 

At this moment, everyone's eyes were fixated on the entrance of the Golden Mountain Ruins. They 

wanted to see what kind of monster that could attract the terrifying Heavenly Might. 



 

After waiting for a while, nothing had changed, and everyone began to doubt whether the person was 

still alive. 

 

"Maybe that person is already dead?" One of the practitioners said uncertainly. 

 

"Very likely. Who could survive such a tribulation?" 

 

"But I didn't see anyone there from the beginning. What exactly happened here?" 

 

Everyone started to discuss in a low voice, expressing their doubts. 

 

Lei Yi had also doubted it. He turned to Xing Li and asked. "Brother Li, why don't you contact your young 

master? I heard that he had also entered the ruins." 

 

Xing Li shook his head. "You should know that using the transmission jade inside the ruins is impossible. 

Even a secret technique is useless as well." 

 

"Hmm?" Suddenly, everyone saw silhouettes appear outside the entrance. They were a man, a white 

cat, and a small child. At first glance, these three seemed to be ordinary people without any profound 

strength. 

 

However, everyone knew that an ordinary person couldn't possibly enter the famous Golden Mountain 

Ruins. 

 

Seeing this scene, Xing Li and the others recognized them immediately. These three were none other 

than Yun Lintian, Linlin, and Qingqing. 

 

"Do it." Xing Li sent a sound transmission to Weilan Zhi and Lei Yi. The two nodded slightly and flew 

toward Qing Xiaoting and Tao Kang. 

 



Meanwhile, Qing Xiaoting was relieved upon seeing Yun Lintian. However, her gaze immediately froze 

the next moment as she discovered Yun Lintian's strength. 

 

"He…He has already reached the eighth level of the Divine Ascending Tribulation Realm… H-How?" On 

the side, Tao Kang's eyes widened in disbelief. Even a heavenly son in the Divine Realm couldn't achieve 

such a progress speed. How could Yun Lintian do it? 

 

Before Qing Xiaoting could say anything, she suddenly noticed Weilan Zhi and Lei Yi flying in her 

direction. Her eyes narrowed slightly as she said. "What do you mean by this?" 

 

Weilan Zhi paused his track a hundred meters away from Qing Xiaoting and said. "Heavenly Sword 

Master Qing should know our purpose very well. Let's not waste our time, shall we?" 

 

Tao Kang glanced at the two, and a disdainful smile appeared on his face. "Can you stop us with just the 

two of you? Aren't you overestimating yourself?" 

 

Weilan Zhi smiled and said calmly. "I naturally know your strength… That's why I bring this thing with me 

here." 

 

As his voice fell, an ancient paper scroll appeared in his hand. The moment the scroll rolled open, a 

picture of a vast mountain and river could be seen. Immediately, the space around Qing Xiaoting and 

Tao Kang compressed down, making them unable to move. 

 

"Great Mountain and River scroll… It seems your palace master doesn't hold back at all." Qing Xiaoting's 

eyes narrowed slightly as she looked at the picture scroll. 

 

The Great Mountain and River scroll was one of the top divine artifacts in the world. Back then, Weilan 

Jian used this scroll to imprison a few Divine Ascending Tribulation Realm's abyssal beasts and 

successfully killed them. 

 

Weilan Zhi smiled and said. "Do I have the qualification now?" 

 

"Do you want to go?" Tao Kang glanced at Qing Xiaoting and asked. 



 

Qing Xiaoting didn't answer. Rainbow profound light abruptly burst out from her body and transformed 

into countless rainbow sword beams, tearing the surrounding space apart. 

 

Weilan Zhi's face sank immediately upon seeing this scene. He quickly injected his profound energy into 

the picture scroll while beckoning Lei Yi to make a move. 

 

Lei Yi, whose body was covered with lightning sparks, had already rushed forward while releasing a 

terrifying lightning storm. 

 

BOOOM! 

 

The collision between the rainbow sword beams and the lightning storm immediately frightened all the 

profound practitioners at the scene away. With their pitiful strength, they would be courting death if 

they continued to stay here. 

 

While the battle between Qing Xiaoting and Weilan Zhi erupted, Xing Li and Du Mian had already 

surrounded Yun Lintian. 

 

"Yun Lintian. You better go with us obediently." Du Mian said coldly while a two meters wide blue 

cauldron appeared beside him. This was the Universal Cauldron, one of the top artifacts in the world. 

 

Yun Lintian didn't seem to care about Du Mian. He turned to Xing Li and said. "You must be the Star 

Gazing Palace's lackey. Aren't you curious about your Young Master Xing Chen?" 

 

Xing Li frowned deeply upon hearing this. In fact, he had been curious about this from the moment he 

saw Yun Lintian appear here. With Lan Cao beside Xing Chen, it was impossible for something to happen 

to him. 

 

"What are you trying to say?" Xing Li asked coldly. 

 

Yun Lintian shrugged. "It's nothing. I just want to send his ashes back to his hometown." 
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Xing Li's expression changed drastically. "He…" 

 

Without waiting for Xing Li to finish his sentence, Yun Lintian nodded. "Yes. He died in my hand." 

 

"How…?" Xing Li couldn't accept the truth. In his opinion, it was impossible for Yun Lintian to win against 

Lan Cao. 

 

However, Du Mian, who stood on the side, suddenly noticed Yun Lintian's aura. His eyes widened in 

disbelief as he stammered. "Y-You… Your strength… How?" 

 

When Xing Li heard this, he looked at Yun Lintian, and his pupils enlarged in shock. 

 

Before Yun Lintian entered the ruins, they had confirmed that his strength was at the Monarch Profound 

Realm. Even if he made progress, his profound strength should reach this high… What was going on 

inside? 

 

Xing Li and Du Mian immediately thought of a possibility. Yun Lintian must have obtained a powerful 

inheritance inside. And it was possible that he had encountered it along with Xing Chen and Lan Cao. In 

the end, Yun Lintian became the ultimate winner. 

 

It must be so! 

 

Thinking of this, the two glanced at each other with tacit understanding. No matter what, they had to 

capture Yun Lintian today. 

 

"Yun Lintian! Do you think you can fight us just because you have obtained an inheritance by luck?" Xing 

Li said coldly, and his aura surged. 

 



Meanwhile, Du Mian opened the cauldron's lid, and a burst of powerful poison aura spread swiftly. 

 

Seeing this scene, Yun Lintian looked at them like he was looking at two clowns. Sometimes, he 

wondered why these old fogeys had no brain when they lived so long. Perhaps they had gone senile? 

 

If he was them, Yun Lintian would have known that he could fight against the Divine Ascending 

Tribulation Realm experts when he was a monarch. And now, he had already taken a step into the next 

realm. Why did they think they could be his opponent? Was it because of the artifact in their hands? 

 

"Linlin, Qingqing, can you two stay on the side first? Big brother will wrap it up real quick." Yun Lintian 

didn't care about the pressure emitted by the two old men and spoke to Qingqing and Linlin softly. 

 

"Mhm." Qingqing and Linlin nodded obediently and jumped out off his shoulders. 

 

Afterward, Yun Lintian took a step forward, and his pupils glowed golden a little. His long hair floated 

upward even though there was no wind, followed by a surge of invisible pressure that was even stronger 

than the pressure from Xing Li and Du Mian. 

 

Xing Li's eyes turned cold when he saw this scene. The spiritual pressure that Yun Lintian emitted 

seemed to enter the deepest depths of his soul and strike terror in it. 

 

That's right, terror. It was a terror that came from the soul faster than their will could interpret. 

 

Throughout his life, Xing Li had never faced someone that could give him this feeling. Not even Xing 

Tengfei and Weilan Jian. 

 

He quickly gritted his teeth and forced down the terror that shouldn't be. An odd glint flashed across his 

eyes as a compass appeared in his hand. It was the same compass that Xing Guiren used on Yun Lintian 

back then. 

 

As white light flashed, Yun Lintian could feel everything around him slow down, including himself. In the 

past, it was very difficult for him to fight against it, but it was totally different now. 

 



On the side, Du Mian placed his palm on the cauldron, and a cold wind that carried a powerful poison 

miasma instantly blew toward Yun Lintian. 

 

Wherever the miasma passed, everything on its path turned black and wilted immediately. Even those 

who were watching from the ground felt like the gates of hell had opened up to devour them all. 

Countless people screamed in terror as a result. It could be seen how potent the poison was. 

 

When everyone thought Yun Lintian would be swallowed by the poison miasma, they suddenly saw him 

casually lift his hand toward it. 

 

His movement was very slow, but in Xing Li's eyes, Yun Lintian didn't seem affected by the compass's 

power. 

 

Before Xing Li could make another move, he saw Yun Lintian make a grasping motion. 

 

In that instant, the space around him abruptly distorted, and the miasma, including the white light, 

dissipated. It looked like they were devoured into spatial rifts. 

 

Xing Li and Du Mian's eyes widened with shock, but they had enough sense to realize that continuing 

their attack would be unwise. 

 

They glanced at each other and quickly spread out while their aura surged. With a boom, the entire 

space shook violently. An oppressive, terrifying silence instantly enveloped a thousand kilometers of 

area, causing the onlookers to turn pale in fright. 

 

This was the true power of the Divine Ascending Tribulation Realm powerhouse! 

 

At this moment, the sky suddenly turned dark, and thousands of stars appeared on it, shining brightly. 

 

Xing Li floated in the air, looking down at Yun Lintian. His entire body was shrouded with starlight, 

making him look like a god of the sky. 

 



At the same time, more and more poisonous mist poured out of the cauldron in Du Mian's hand, and it 

quickly locked down the space Yun Lintian was in. 

 

Xing Li waved his hand, and all the stars in the sky glowed several times brighter. In the next moment, 

countless starlight beams shot down like a giant net. No matter how one looked, it was impossible to 

escape from it. 

 

However, Yun Lintian didn't move an inch. He casually made a swiping motion in front of him. 

 

Riiip— 

 

As a golden lightning flash, all the starlight beams and poisonous mist were torn apart like they were 

nothing but a fragile curtain. 

 

Before the two could react, they saw Yun Lintian lift his fist, which was covered with golden metal, and 

make a punching motion toward Du Mian. 

 

In that instant, Du Mian's heart tightened as a sense of danger arose inside. He hurriedly brought the 

cauldron forward, trying to block whatever that was coming with it. 

 

Suddenly, he could feel the space around him distorted, followed by an irresistible force. 

 

BOOM! 

 

The Universal Cauldron in front of him exploded into pieces directly. The blood arrow immediately burst 

out of Du Mian's mouth as he staggered backward. 

 

Du Mian felt like he had just been hit by a massive mountain. His bones and muscles were directly 

broken! 
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"Puff!" Du Mian spat another mouthful of blood. His face turned ghastly pale as he looked at Yun Lintian 

in terror. 

 

This scene also stunned everyone. Even Weilan Zhi and Qing Xiaoting had stopped their battle and 

looked over. 

 

Everyone knew that when it came to a battle between top powerhouses, especially in the Divine 

Ascending Tribulation Realm, it would be very intense and hardly one-sided. 

 

However, Yun Lintian had just shattered that commonsense. Who would have thought that a casual 

punch from him could defeat Du Mian directly? Not to mention Yun Lintian's level was lower. 

 

"You…" Du Mian trembled violently as his eyes turned bloodshot. His shock and fear far exceeded even 

the pain he was feeling. 

 

Yun Lintian nodded slightly. He used only twenty percent of his power in the earlier attack, and it could 

actually shatter the divine-rank cauldron, including severely injured Du Mian in one go. This allowed him 

to get a good grasp of his current strength. 

 

It seemed if he wanted to kill Du Mian in one punch, he only needed to use thirty percent of his power. 

 

If Du Mian and the others knew his current thought, they would probably be shocked silly. 

 

On the other side, Xing Li's entire body froze in place. He couldn't believe what he had just seen. 

Without a doubt, Yun Lintian's current strength had surpassed him by several times. It would be stupid if 

he wanted to continue. 

 

Thinking of this, he turned around and ran immediately. 

 

"Huh? Why are you so hurry? Don't you want your young master's ashes anymore?" Yun Lintian turned 

around to look at Xing Li, who had already traveled more than a hundred kilometers away. 



 

He raised his hand to make a grasping motion. At this time, Xing Li felt a terrifying suction force coming 

from behind. No matter how much he wanted to run away, his body continued to draw toward Yun 

Lintian without any resistance. 

 

"He… He has already mastered the spatial laws here." Tao Kang gulped in shock. 

 

Qing Xiaoting, Weilan Zhi, and Lei Yi were the same. They looked at Yun Lintian casually dragged Xing Li 

toward him without using much force in disbelief. 

 

Especially Qing Xiaoting, who had already stepped into the Divine Foundation Realm. At this moment, 

she believed that she couldn't resist Yun Lintian's power either. 

 

"AHHHH!" Xing Li let out the most powerful scream of his life as he released all his power, trying to 

escape the predicament. His speed became slower, as if he could resist Yun Lintian's power. 

 

Yun Lintian's eyes narrowed slightly. In the end, the Divine Ascending Tribulation Realm expert could not 

be underestimated. If he didn't do anything further, Xing Ling would definitely get away. 

 

Suddenly, Yun Lintian's aura surged as he clenched his hand, which was making a grasping motion 

earlier. 

 

Xing Li's expression changed drastically as he perceived an even more powerful suction force coming. 

This time, no matter how he struggled, his body uncontrollably flew toward Yun Lintian at the fastest 

speed. 

 

Pa! 

 

The next moment, Xing Li's neck flew into Yun Lintian's hand. Being held like a chicken, Xing Li's face was 

full of horror. Throughout his life, he had never been afraid of anyone before, but at this moment, he 

was terrified to the point he wanted to pee. 

 



Yun Lintian stared into Xing Li's eyes and said. "In the beginning, I have no enmity with the Star Gazing 

Palace, but all of you keep finding me trouble again and again. At that time, my strength was too weak 

to resist you, but it's different now." 

 

Boundless killing intent radiated from Yun Lintian's golden eyes as he said coldly. "I will take the interest 

first. As for the whole debt, I will ask Xing Tengfei to pay it later." 

 

Crack! 

 

Yun Lintian exerted his grasping strength and broke Xing Li's neck directly. 

 

The crackling sound echoed throughout the space, penetrating everyone's soul. They looked blankly at 

Yun Lintian and Xing Li's lifeless body in his hand as if their brains had stopped working. 

 

A Phoenix flame appeared in Yun Lintian's hand, burning Xing Li's body into ashes. 

 

Yun Lintian turned to look at Du Mian and said expressionlessly. "Your turn." 

 

"Ugh… Don't…" Before Du Mian could scream, Yun Lintian had already sent a punch across the space. 

The force immediately shattered Du Mian's head into pieces. 

 

Everyone came back to their sense upon seeing this scene. They looked at Yun Lintian as if witnessing a 

devil from hell. 

 

Without waiting further, those onlookers turned around and ran with their lives. Although they had no 

grievance with Yun Lintian, they didn't dare to bet on their lives. What if Yun Lintian wanted to silence 

all of them? 

 

Yun Lintian slowly turned to look at Weilan Zhi and Lei Yi in the distance, causing them to shudder 

involuntarily. Without hesitation, they released all of their power and rushed out with all they had. 

 



Qing Xiaoting and Tao Kang returned to their senses and wanted to stop them, but it was too late. 

Weilan Zhi and Lei Yi had already traveled more than five hundred kilometers. 

 

Swoosh! 

 

A gust of wind blew past them as Qing Xiaoting, and Tao Kang saw Yun Lintian's figure reappear above 

Weilan Zhi like a ghost. 

 

Yun Lintian raised his fist that was covered with golden metal and punched toward Weilan Zhi, who 

hastily threw the Great Mountain and River scroll toward him. 

 

BOOOM! 

 

The picture scroll broke into pieces instantly upon Yun Lintian's fist touching it. At the same time, the 

momentum carried by the punch went straight toward Weilan Zhi's abdomen, causing a jet of blood to 

spray out of the latter's mouth. 

 

Then, Yun Lintian swept his leg, which was also covered with golden metal, toward Weilan Zhi's head. 

 

"NOOO!" Weilan Zhi screamed for his life as he saw the kick come over. He couldn't make put up any 

resistance as Yun Lintian's leg had already hit his head. 

 

Bang! 

 

Weilan Zhi's head broke into pieces by the kick, and his lifeless body was sent flying into the distance 

before a Phoenix flame burst out, reducing it to ashes. 

 

In the distance, Lei Yi shivered nonstop as he saw this scene. His wrinkled face was pale as a white sheet. 

 

At this moment, he regretted it deeply. Originally, with Lei Zhenxiang's relationship with Yun Lintian, the 

Divine Thunder Palace could stand on the same side as him. However, Lei Yubai's greed ruined 

everything and possibly his life soon. 



 


